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IN THE SUPREME COURT 
OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
WEST GALLERY CORPORATION, 
a Utah corporation, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
vs. 
SALT LAKE CITY BOARD OF 
COMMISSIONERS, et al., 
Defendants-Respondents.) 
Case No. 15749 
BRIEF OF DEFENDANTS-RESPONDENTS 
STATEMENT OF THE NATURE OF THE CASE 
The Plaintiff-Appellant West Gallery Corporation applied 
for an Extraordinary Writ pursuant to Rule 65(b) of the Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure. The Appellant alleged that the 
suspension of its theatre license by the Board of Salt Lake 
City Commissioners for a nine month period for the commercial 
exhibition of movies which had been judicially determined to 
be obscene was arbitrary and capricious. 
DISPOSITION IN THE LOWER COURT 
The parties stipulated that there were no facts in 
dispute. The District Court denied the Appellant's Motion 
for Summary Judgment and denied Appellant's application for 
an Extraordinary Writ holding that the license revocation 
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procedure of the City afforded th e appellant due process 
and that the sanctions imposed by the Board f o City cornmis-
sioners were not arbitrary and capricious-
RELIEF SOUGHT ON APPEAL 
The Defendant-Respondents, Salt Lake City Board of 
Conunissioners, et al. , seek to have the judgment of the lowe: 
court affirmed. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The undisputed facts of this action reveal the follow-
ing: 
1. The Plaintiff-Appellant West Gallery Corporation, 
Inc. , hereinafter Appellant-West Gallery, is a Utah corpora-· 
tion and the sole owner of the Gallery Theatres, Inc. which 
is located within the corporate limits of Salt Lake City at 
575 South 600 West, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
2. Appellant-West Gallery obtained Salt Lake City 
revenue and regulatory licenses issued in the name of the 
Gallery Theatre on or about October 30, 1974, under Certifi-
1 
cate No. 8083 and 2585. Said licenses were renewed under 
Certificate No. 82, 70 and 71, for the calendar year 1976. 
3. Salt Lake City Corporation is a municipal corpora-
tion of the State of Utah. Pursuant to enabling power under 
State law, it has passed regulatory ordinances which: 
(a) Make it unlawful to operate a commercial 
enterprise within the corporate limits of Salt La~. 
City, without first obtaining a license. see, section 
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20-3-3, Revised Ordinances of Salt Lake City, Utah, 
1965, as amended. 
(b) Require regulatory licenses for places of 
commercial public amusement, which establishments in-
clude movie theatres. See, Section 20-20-1 Revised 
Ordinances of Salt Lake City, Utah, 1965. ' 
(c) Make it illegal to distribute or exhibit 
obscene materials, which prohibition is defined separ-
ately for adult and minor persons. See, Section 32-2-10 
and cf. Section 32-7-7, Revised Ordinances of Salt Lake 
City, Utah, 1965. 
(.d) Provide that business revenue and regulatory 
licenses may be revoked or suspended by the City Com-
mission, after an adversary hearing, if obscene materials 
are exhibited contrary to law. See Section 20-20-11, 
Revised Ordinances of Salt Lake City, Utah, 1965. 
Copies of the applicable ordinances are attached as 
Appendix "A". 
4. The Salt Lake City procedure for license revocation 
hearings provides for a full adversary hearing, before the 
Board of Salt Lake City Commissioners. The hearing includes: 
(a) A verbatim record of the proceedings; 
(b) The right of the parties to be represented in 
person and by counsel; 
(c) A right to cross examine city witnesses; 
(d) The right to present evidence and witnesses; 
(e) Adequate prior notice, and a written complaint 
detailing the-charged offense for which the license may 
be suspended or revoked; and 
(f) written Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law 
and a written Decision of the Commission, when any sus-
pension or revocation of a license is made, 
5. on or about the 5th day of January 1976, James D. 
Piepenburg, as manager and president of Appellant-West 
Gallery, dba the Gallery Theatre, was found guilty by a jury 
-3-
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in the City Court of Salt Lake City of showing an obscene 
movie, "Memories Within Miss Aggie", in violation of Sectfo 
32-2-10(3) of the Revised Ordinances of Salt Lake City, Ute 
-1965. He subsequently appealed this conviction to the 
Third District Court of Utah and was afforded a trial ~oc 
pursuant to and consistent with Utah law. On or about Jun, 
23, 1976 in said trial de novo, the movie "Memories Within 
Miss Aggie" was again judicially determined to be obscene 
and the defendant James D. Piepenburg was again found guilt 
by a jury of showing an obscene movie within the corporate 
limits of Salt Lake City. The said Piepenburg was sentencE• 
to serve six months in jail and appealed the case to the 
Utah Supreme Court. The conviction and sentence of the 
District Court was upheld by the Supreme Court. 
6. On or about the 25th day of August, 1976, the mov:-: 
"Teenage Cover Girls", which was being exhibited by the 
Appellant-West Gallery, was judicially determined to be 
obscene by a jury in a criminal trial held in the City Cour:
1 
of Salt Lake city and the Appellant-West Galleiy was foo~ 
guilty of showing an obscene movie within the corporate 
limits of Salt Lake city in violation of Section 32-2-10, 
Revised Ordinances of Salt Lake City, Utah, 1965. (The fir 
was subsequently judicially determined to be obscene in 
the District Court and is currently on appeal to this cour'. 
7. on or about September 2, 1976, a petition was fik 
-4-
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before the Salt Lake City Commission requesting a hearing 
to consider revoking the business and revenue licenses of 
the Gallery Theatre, based on the two City Court convictions 
and the Third Judicial District Court convictions, above 
described. 
8. The Appellant-West Gallery was properly served with 
a Petition of Charges and given notice of said hearing to 
consider the suspension or revocation of the licenses held 
by the plaintiff. 
The hearing was held the 7th day of October, 1976 and,: 
the Board of Commissioners suspended the Appellant-West 
Gallery's license for a period of nine (9) months, pursuant 
to stipulation in a federal action concerning that same 
issue, the suspension was stayed pending State appellate 
proceedings. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
THE SOLE BASIS OF REVIEW BY THIS COURT OF 
THE ACTION TAKEN BY THE CITY COMMISSION IN 
SUSPENDING THE LICENSE OF THE PLAINTIFF IS 
WHETHER SUCH ACTION BY THE BOARD WAS ARBI-
TRARY AND CAPRICIOUS. 
The Utah Supreme Court established the standard for 
reviewing decisions of administrative bodies in Skelton v. 
8 ( h 1958) In that case a civil engineer Lees, 329 P.2d 3 9 Uta , · 
instituted proceedings in the District Court to review and 
reverse the action of the Director of the Department of Re-
gistration who had refused to register and license a civil 
-5-
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engineer. The District Court entered · d t a Ju gmen a verse to t' 
director and others and they appealed t th s 
o e upreme Court, 
The Supreme Court reversed the District Court and 
upheld u. 
decision of the Department of Regi"strati"on. Th" is Court heJ,; , 
the District Court should be limited to a 
review of the record made before the Department, 
and is thus bound by established rules applicable 
to such reviews. The determination of the admin-
istrative agency should not be reversed merely 
because the court would have come to a different 
conclusion. It will interfere only if the De-
partment has acted capriciously, arbitrarily 
or outside the scope of its authority." Id. at 
392. (Emphasis added). 
In the most recent Utah Supreme Court decision dealing 
with the issue involved the revocation of a massage parlor i 
license by Salt Lake County. In Peatross v. Board of ~~~ 
Commissioners, 555 P.2d 281 (1976), the Supreme Court upheJ,; 
the District Court's decision denying a trial de novo ~~ 
District Court and stated that the standard of review for 
an appeal from the County's license revocation to be: 
"Where the lower tribunal, acting within the scope 
of its authority, has conducted a hearing and 
arrived at a decision, the reviewing court will 
examine only the certified records; and will 
not interfere with matters of discretion or upset 
the actions of the lower tribunal except upon a 
showing that the tribunal acted in exces~ of its 
authority or in a manner so clearly outside .. 
reason that its actions must be deemed capricious 
and arbitrary. Id. at 284. (Emphasis added)· 
In Sabes v. City of Minnesota, 120 N.W.2d 871 Minn. 
(1963), the City Council of the City of Minneapolis revoked: 
licenses issued to the owner of a restaurant and bar for 
permitting prostitutes to solicit on the premises. The 
-6-
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court held: 
"No c~tize~ ha~ an ~nherent or vested right to 
~e~l intoxicating liquors, and municipal author-
ities. have .br~ad .di~cretion within their geo-
graphical Jurisdiction to determine the manner 
in which liquor licenses shall be issued, regulated, 
and revoked. Inherent in the right to control 
the sale of liquor is the power to regulate 
related activities on the licensed premises. 
Basically it is the council's duty to decide 
whether the licensee has been guilty of such 
unlawful conduct in the operation of his business 
that its continuance is detrimental to the public 
good. In reviewing the proceedings of the muni-
cipality it is not the court's function to pass 
on the wisdom of the revocation, but only to 
determine whether the council exercised an honest 
and reasonable discretion, or whether it acted 
capriciously, arbitrarily or oppressively. For 
us to assume greater responsibility would con-
stitute an unconstitutional usurpation of non-
judicial power." Id. at 875. (Emphasis added). 
Further it should be pointed out that the burden is 
on the plaintiff to establish that the City has been arbi-
trary and capricious on its actions. See The Rogue v. Utah 
State Liquor Commission, 500 P.2d 509 (1972). This the 
Appellant-West Gallery clearly has not done nor can it do. 
POINT II 
THE POWER TO GRANT AND REVOKE BUSINESS 
REVENUE AND BUSINESS REGULATORY LICENSES 
FOR COM!A..ERCIAL ESTABLISHMENTS OF PUBLIC 
AMUSEMENT IS WITHIN THE POLICE POWER OF 
THE STATE. 
The Appellant-West Gallery in its brief has asserted 
that it is unlawful and inappropriate for the Board of Salt 
Lake City commissioners to conduct an administrative hearing 
to determine if a violation of city law has occurred which 
would justify the revocation or suspension of a theatre's 
-7-
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business and revenue licenses. It has cited several cases; 
however, none of the authorities cited stand for the Pro-
position asserted. 
The cases of City of Seattle v. Bittner, Delevanv. 
Thomas, and Perrine v. Municipal Ct. East L.A. Jud. of L.A. 
Co., all involved a judicial review of a criminal convictior. 
for operating a business premise without a license. Appar-
ently, each of these parties took for granted that the apprc 
priate governmental entity had the right to conduct a hearir:' 
concerning a license revocation; they did, however, take 
issue with the result of that revocation hearing, by allegir:) 
that it resulted in a "prior restraint," which conflkt~ , 
with their First Amendment rights of free speech. None of 
the cases questioned the propriety of the bodies conducting 
such a license revocation hearing before a governmental bod!'I 
Likewise, Alexander v. City of St, Paul did not questio·: 
the propriety of a hearing to revoke a movie theatre license: 
rather, that case challenged the validity of the underlying 1 
ordinance, which purported to allow the City to revoke a 
license when the premises were used for exhibiting obscene 
material. That Court specifically noted that: 
"Defendant, City of St. Paul, has the authority 
to grant and rescind motion picture lic~nses 
within its boundaries." Alexander v. City of St. 
Paul, 227 N.W.2d 370, 371 (Minn. 1975) cited at 
p:-13 of Appellant's Brief. 
' 394 u.s. 55J The Supreme Court in Stanley v. Georgia, 
(1969) held that states have a legitimate interest in 
-8-
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regulating the exhibition and distribution of obscene matter 
to consenting adults. The Co rt t 
u wen even further in uphold-
ing the right of a state to regulate the commercial exploita-
tion of obscene material. In Paris Adult Theatre Iv. Slaton, 
413 U.S. 49 (1973), the court held: 
"Commercial exploitation of depictions descriptions 
or exhibitions of obscene conduct on c~mmerical ' 
premises open to the adult public falls within a 
State's broad power to regulate commerce and pro-
tect the public environment. The issue in this 
context goes beyond whether someone, or even the 
majority, considers that conduct depicted as 'wrong' 
or 'sinful'. The States have the power to make a 
morally neutral judgment that public exhibition 
of obscene material, or commerce in such material, 
has a tendency to injure the community as a whole, 
to endanger the public safety, or to jeopardize 
in Mr. Chief Justice Warren's words, the States' 
'right ... to maintain a decent society.' 
[Citation.]" Id. at 68, 69. 
Further, it has been correctly observed: 
"While the business or occupation of conducting 
a theatre or public amusement is not, in a strictly 
legal sense, such a public utility or so charged 
with a public interest as to deprive the owner or 
proprietor of his legal right to control and 
operate it as a private business, the right of 
the State either directly or through the public 
subdivision, usually a municipal corporation, 
to regulate, control and supervise places of 
public amusement of the police power of the state 
is universally recognized. Indeed, greater 
discretion is permissible in the regulation of 
public amusement than in the case of ordinary or 
useful trades and occupations, both because they 
are liable to degenerate into nuisances and be-
cause they require more police surveill~nce than 
police service. Further, these tend~ncies may. 
justify a greater degree of control in regul~t7ng 
certain particular public amusements and ~xhibi­
tions than others; certain places of public 
amusement because of their tendency to promo~e 
idleness, disorder, or immorality, or otherwise 
subvert the public welfare, are commonly regarded 
-9-
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by the courts peculiarly within the power of 
the state or its duly empowered subdivision t 
suppress or prohibit." 4 Am.Jur.2d "Amusemen~ 
and Exhibits", Sec. 13 at p. 132 133 (Emph · 
added) . ' · , as1s 
As previously noted, even the case 't db s ci e y the Appe), 
West Gallery universally recogni'ze th f e power o the local 
governmental bodies to license and regulate places of P~l 
amusement, including theatres, so long as First Amendment 
guaranteed privileges are not violated. Specifically, Utar. 
law provides: 
"They [Utah municipalities] may license, tax 
and regulate . • . music halls, theatres, theatri-
cal and other exhibitions, shows and amusements 
and businesses conducted by ticket scalpers, .. 
Sec. 10-8-39, Utah Code Ann. (1953 as amended). 
Pursuant to the powers of regulation vested in the Cit:' 
by State statute, it has passed a number of regulatory 
requirements for business licensing; these deal with buildr· 
I 
requirements, safety, zoning limitations and other related : 
i terns that are not in question before the Court. The issue 
before the Court, however, does involve a City requirement' 
that if licensed premises are used for unlawful activities, 
the license may be revoked. These legal prohibitions detai: 
by the City include the exhibition of obscene productions. 
See, Section 20-20-11, Revised Ordinances of Salt Lake .0!1· 
Utah, 1965. 
The case law has been virtually unanimous that a licen: 
accepts a business license on the conditions under which it 
is granted and that a license is not a vested right. 
-10-
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be revoked by the municipality, for cause, if the fundamental 
due process is afforded before a revocation, the condition 
for license retention are reasonably related to a legitimate 
public interest, and are legal. A good summary is made by 
the California Supreme Court as follows: 
"A license granted herein was a mere privilege. 
It did not constitute a contract or property or 
vested right. One who accepts the acts under a 
license on the condition that it may be revoked 
at discretion, whether such condition is imposed 
by statute, ordinance or the license itself, 
thereby assents to said condition and is estopped 
to question that right to revoke, " Carol v. 
California Horse Racing Board, 93 P.2d 266 (1939). 
In addition to the case at bar, the Second Judicial 
District Court of Weber County in Ogden City v. Hansen 
upheld the right of Ogden City to revoke the license of a 
theatre for showing films which had subsequently been deter-
mined to be judicially obscene. A copy of Judge Walquist's 
opinion is attached as Appendix "B" and clearly establishes 
that upon the proper procedural safeguards, such as those 
afforded the Appellant-West Gallery, a municipality may revoke 
a business license for past obscenity violations. 
The most recent Utah Supreme Court case affirming this 
principle is West Gallery Corp. v. Salt Lake City, 537 P.2d 
1027 (Utah, 1975). In this case the Court affirmed the Utah 
Third District court's holding, which required the City to 
follow administrative procedures set forth in City ordinances, 
now repealed. However, the Court affirmed the City Commission's 
right to simultaneously conduct license revocation hearings 
-11-
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----
while criminal charges were being prosecuted for the sa~ 
offense, in State court. The Court noted: 
"If it be any comfort to the city, wherein its 
second point on appeal is asserted, to which we 
subscribe, that: 
"The District Court has no power to review the 
action of the 'Corrunissioners until after their 
final action has been taken' 
"We think that except under the circumstances 
of this case, [the City electing not to employ 
an ordinance passed prior to Miller v. California 
which was deemed constitutionally defective], no 
one justifiably could say the City could not ~ 
pursue a course of conduct designed to examine 
facts justifying the granting of, the continua-
tion of or the revocation of a business license 
for cause, and at the same time pursue an action 
against someone for an alleged infraction of the 
law." Id. at 1029. (Emphasis added). 
For an excellent discussion of license revocation pre 
ceedings for permitting cities to revoke licenses when the 
owners permitted the premises to be used for illegal purpc 
See, Sabes v. City of Minneapolis, 120 N.W.2d 871 (Minn., 
See also, 9 McQuillin Municipal Corporations, "Municipal 
Licenses and Permits", Section 2 6. 8 0 et seq. , commencing' 
p. 191; See also, Lorance v. Colorado State Board of Exam: 
of Architect, 505 P.2d 47 (Colo., 1972); 106 Forsyth Corp 
Bishop, 361 F.Supp. 1389 (1972); aff'd (CA 5) 482 F.W 2i 
(1973), cert. den., 422 U.S. 1044; Hornsly v. Allen, 326: 
605, 608 {CA 5) (1964). 
. h. h t t that a munici In short, cases are legion w ic s a e 
body has the power, right and, in fact, the obligation to 
regulate and control businesses, including places of ~hl 
-12-
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amusement within its jurisdiction. Th · e licenses for the regu-
lation of such businesses may be revoked for cause in hearings 
before those bodies, if (a) the hearings for revocation meet 
the minimum standards of due process of law, and (b) the under-
lying governmental requirements reasonably relate to a legiti-
mate governmental interest and do not unconstitutionally 
infringe on other superior rights of the licensees. 
The Appellant-West Gallery has presented no case refuting 
these points, and its assertion that the City Commission 
cannot hold such a factual hearing for the purpose of deter~ 
\ 
mining if a license issued by them should be suspended or 
revoked, is in error. 
POINT III 
THE CLOSURE OF A COMMERCIAL OPERATION 
FOR KNOWINGLY AND INTENTIONALLY EXHIBITING 
OBSCENE EXHIBITIONS IS NOT AN UNCONSTITU-
TIONAL PRIOR RESTRAINT ON FIRST AMENDMENT 
RIGHTS. 
The Supreme court of the United States has never specifi-
cally ruled on whether it is constitutional to close a commer-
cial establishment for knowingly and intentionally exhibiting 
or distributing obscene materials. This fact is true despite 
two opportunities to do so. The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals 
clearly upheld the power of a municipality to revoke a busi-
ness license for an establishment exhibiting obscene materials 
and the supreme court denied certiorari. See, 106 Forsyth 
Corporation v. Bishop, 362 F.Supp. 138 (1972), 482 F.2d 281 (5th 
Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 422 U.S. 1044, 45 L.Ed.2d 696 (1975) • 
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Later, in Huffman v. Pursue, Ltd., 420 U S 592 43 L Ed 
' ' r • . 2d 
482, 95 S.Ct. 1200 (1975), the Court reversed a three judge 
Federal District Court panel decision which enjoined such a 
license revocation as violating constitutional prohibit~m 
against "prior restraint"; here, the Supreme Court held that 
the Lower Court should have abstained from interfering with 
State civil court proceedings and studiously avoided the issi. 
of "prior restraint" presented in that case, 
The Appellant-West Gallery in its brief has cited sever; 
State decisions which have addressed this problem of prior 
restraint, and has attempted to distinguish or has ignored 
contrary decisions. However, in truth, the issue is in a st; 
of complete uncertainty, with the courts split on a philoso· 
phical issue and question of such a business closure on First 
Amendment rights. Stripped of the procedural elements, this 
issue is: May a State close a commercial business for know· 
ing ly viola ting a condition precedent to retain the right 
to do business by commercially exhibiting obscene material? 
At the threshold of a consideration of this issue, il 
is important to note that, contrary to the thrust of Appellar 
arguments, "prior restraint" is not per se an illegal 
infringement of First Amendment rights. The Appellant-Nest 
Gallery has cited Near v. Minnesota, 283 U.S. 697 (1931) 
in support of its general argument that prior restraints 
in the area of First Amendment speech and press have been 
th. s natio: 
universally condemned by the judiciary throughout l 
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However, the Near decision specifically stated that not 
all "prior restraints' were unconstitutional; in fact, it 
listed the area of obscene publications as an exception to 
the general prohibition against prior restraints in the area 
of First Amendment rights. Subsequent decisions noted of the 
Near opinion: 
"It has never been held that liberty of speech 
is absolute. Nor has it been suggested that all 
previous restraints on speech are invalid . • . In 
addition, the Court [Near v. Minn.] said that the 
primary requirements of decency may be enforced 
against obscene publications' and the 'security 
of the community life may be protected against 
incitements to acts of violence and the overthrow 
by force of orderly government. 111 Times Film 
Corp. v. Chicago, 365 U.S. 43 (1961 . 
In Times, supra, the court then noted that in Kingsley Books, 
Inc. v. Brown, 354 U.S. 436 (1951), the Near, supra, decision 
was interpreted to reserve areas of governmental control. 
Concerning the Near decision, the Court stated: 
"We took notice that Near left no doubts that 
'liberty of speech, and the press, is not an 
absolute right . . . the protection even as to 
previous restraint is not absolutely unlimited." 
Times at 48. 
The Court in Times then noted: 
"(T)he phrase prior restraint is not a self-
wielding sworn. Nor can it serve as a talis-
manic test. Even as recently as our last term 
we again observed the principle, albeit in 
an allied area, the State possesses some measure 
of power 'to prevent the distribution of obscene 
matter. (Citations omitted) 
"The petitioner would have us hold that the public 
exhibition of motion pictures must be allowed 
under any circumstances. The St~t~'s sole remedy, 
it says, is the invocation of criminal process 
under the Illinois pornography statute, (citation 
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omitted) and then only after a transgression 
power. But this position as we have seen is fou~ded up~n the claim of absolute privil~ge 
against prior restraint under the First Amend-
ment a claim without sanction in our cases." 
Id. at 49 (Emphasis added). 
In effectuating these statements, the U.S. Supreme Co 
has also upheld the view that due to the unique nature of 
the motion picture industry, a film may be found to be obs 
and exceed any protective bounds of the First Ame.ndment, 1 
before a written description of the same subject matter. 
Landau v. Fording, 245 Cal.App.2d 820, affirmed 388 U.S. l 
(1966). It has further held, in several recent cases, tha 
obscenity is not constitutionally protected speech and, th 
fore, enjoys no immunity from State regulation. Miller v. 
California, 413 U.S. 15 (1973); United States v. Reidel,~ 
U.S. 351 (1971); Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476 (1951 
As above noted, the U.S. Supreme court has held that 
prior restraints on motion pictures were not necessari~ 
unconstitutional, under all circumstances. In so holding, 
the Court has upheld the rights of States to select its o• 
remedies to control obscenity. The Court has stated: 
"It is not for this court to limit the State in 
its selection of the remedy it deems most effective 
to cope with such a problem, absent, of course, a 
showing of unreasonable strictures on individu~l 
liberty resulting from its application in particu-
lar circumstances. (citation omitted) We, of coursE 
are not holding that the city officials may be 
granted the power to prevent the showing ~f any ,, 
motion pictures they deem unworthy of a license. 
(citation omitted) Times at 50. 
In determining constitution al issues, the federal cot 
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are the final and highest authority. The highest federal 
court to rule directly on the issue currently before this 
Court, upheld the right of a municipality to revoke a theatre 
license for the showing of obscene movies. 
Of all the cases cited by the plaintiffs or discovered 
by the defendants in this action, the most authoritative case, 
the case directly in point, is 106 Forsyth Corporation v. 
Bishop, supra. In this case, the Board of Aldermen of the 
City of Athens proposed to conduct a hearing to determine 
whether the plaintiffs' license to operate a theatre should'. 
be revoked; the grounds for such a hearing were that the 
licensee had shown obscene motion pictures within the city 
limits. 
The plaintiff, Forsyth Corporation, had been served with 
written notice of the charges and informed as to the time and 
place of the proposed hearing, together with information of 
its right to defend against the charges. The City had also 
stipulated that no action of final closure of the business 
would be taken until the plaintiff had exhausted all of its 
judicial State appellate remedies. 
The Federal District Court held that such a proposed 
hearing, and the prospect of such a license revocation did 
not constitute a "prior restraint" of First Amendment rights; 
it stated: 
"No violation of the constitutional right against 
prior restraint is threatened. The f~lms complained 
of have been exhibited without any prior censor-
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ship. A major question at the hearing will be 
whether the films already shown were obscene. 
T~e landmark previous restraint case, Near v. 
Minnesota, supra, recognizes that a publisher 
c~nn~t be restraine~ by a prior order from pub-
lishing what he desires to publish, but in no 
s2nse exonerates the publisher from liability 
for what he has published. 
"The purpose of the proposed hearing is not to 
place upon plaintiff any previous restraint with 
respect to any films it may plan to show, but to 
call plaintiff to account and to hold the plaintiff 
responsible for its alleged past abuses of its 
unquestioned right of immunity from previous 
restraint. Of course, if its license is revoked 
for twelve months (the maximum period of revo-
cation authorized by the city ordinance) the 
result will be that it cannot do business in the 
City of Athens during such revocation period. 
The non-exhibition of films obscene or non-obscene 
during said period would not be the result direct 
or indirect of previous restraint, but would 
result incidentally from past abuses of immunity 
from previous restraint just as a person convicted 
and imprisoned for criminal libel might be in-
cidentally and indirectly prevented and thus 
practically restrained from any and all publica-
tions during the period of incarceration." lQ.§_ 
Forsyth Corporation v. Bishop, 362 F.Supp. 1389, 
1396 (1972) (Emphasis added). 
It is obvious that incarcerated individuals suffer a 
loss of liberty and have severe limits placed upon constitu· 
tional rights which are enjoyed by others. This is true eve: 
in First Amendment areas. The Courts have been very hesita~'. 
to intervene in the operation of or the regulations impM~ 
thus, have upheld the state's right to restr' by prisons and, 
prisoner's rights, for example: (a) Access to the press, 
Stroud v. U.S., 251 U.S. 150 (1919); Adams v. Ellis, 19 7 
483 5th Cir. (1952); Corby v. Conboy, 457 F.2.d 251 (2nd cir. 
1 
· 1 received bY I l,972); (b) The right of the state to censor mai '· 
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prisoners, Theriault v. Blackwell, 437 F.2d 76 (5th Cir. 
1971), cert. den. U.S. 953 (1971); Saxbe v. Washington Post 
£.?__'._• 417 U.S. 843 (1974); and (c) In some cases, courts have 
even denied prisoners the right to see counsel on a limited 
basis and have authorized searches which have intruded into 
the privacy of individuals, Huitt v. Vitek, 361 F.Supp. 1238 
(DC N.H., 1973). 
It should be noted, however, that the holding of 
Forsyth is based, not on the fact that prisoners rights are 
curtailed, but is grounded on the sound principle that it is 
for proven past abuses that these individuals suffer any 
restrictions or constrains on previously enjoyed freedoms. 
It is only after these individuals have been accorded full 
right of due process, are any restraints imposed. 
The Court in Forsyth made it clear that its decision was 
based on the fact that due process had been guaranteed the 
defendant in that case at all appellate levels and that there 
was no issue of prior restraint whatsoever. 
The Court in Forsyth commented on the Near holding 
regarding prior restraint as follows: 
"The landmark previous restraint case, Near v. 
Minnesota ex rel. Olson, 283 U.S. 697, 51 s.ct. 
625, 75 L.Ed. 1357 (1931), recognizes that a 
publisher cannot be restrai~ed by a pri~r order 
from publishing what he desires to publish, .but 
in no sense exonerates the publisher from lia-
bility for what he had published. 
The case quotes Blackstone as follows: 
"'The liberty of the press is indeed ~ssenti~l 
to the nature of a free state; but this consists 
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i~ laying no pr~vious restraints upon publica-
~ions, and not in freedom from censure for crim-
inal matter when published. Every free-man has 
an undoubted right to lay what sentiments he 
pleases before the public; to forbid this, is 
to d~stroy the freedom of the press; but if he 
publishes what is improper, mischievous or illegal 
he must take the cons~quence of his own temeri tz., •' 
and quotes further Chief Justice Parker in Comm. 
v. Blanding 3 Pick, 304, 313, 15 Am.Dec. 214, 
as follows: 
"'Besides, it is well understood, and received 
as a commentary on this provision for the liberty 
of the press, that it was intended to prevent 
all such previous restraints upon publications 
as had been practiced by other governments, and 
in early times here, to stifle the efforts of 
patriots towards enlightening their fellow sub-
jects upon their rights and the duties of rulers. 
The liberty of the press was to be unrestrained, 
but he who used it was to be responsible in case 
of its abuse.'" Id. at 1396 (Emphasis added). 
In upholdi~g the constitutionality of the municipal 
ordinance authorizing, after notice and hearing, the revoc;,· 
tion of a business license, the District Court further helc 
that the hearing proposed by the Athens Board of Aldermen 
constituted a prior adversary hearing. It stated: 
"The notice served upon the plaintiff shows 
that the proposed hearing will in all respects 
conform to the requirements of the City Charter 
and of the Constitution of the United States. 
Specific notice of the particular charges is 
given. A 'full hearing' is promised with_ , 
'full opportunity to present any legal eviden~e 
with the aid of ulaintiff's counsel. If, as is 
indicated in Gable v. Jenkins, supra, a hearing 
before a Justice of the Peace, who may not be, 
and frequently is not, an attorney, in connect~on 
with an application for a search warrant consti-
tutes a prior judicial hearing required, there 
appears no reason why such a hearing cannot be 
held before the Mayor and ten Aldermen, each of 
whom is, by the City Charter, constituted an 
'ex officio ... Justice of the Peace so far 
as to enable any one of them to issue warrants 
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for offe~ses committed within the corporate limits 
of.th~ Cit~ of Athens, ... Any doubt as to 
this is laid to rest.by Hornsby v. Allen, 326 
F.2~ ~05, 608 (S~h Cir. 1964) holding that a 
munic7pal go~erning body in granting or denying 
a business license 'acts as a judicial body'." 
106 Forsyth Corporation v. Bishop, 362 F.Supp. 
1389, 1395 (1972). 
The 5th Circuit Court of Appeals upheld this decision 
and, in ruling that the license revocation did not constitute 
a prior restraint, stated: 
"In affirming the court below we hold that 
premising the revocation of a movie house 
license upon a violation of a valid state law or 
city ordinance forbidding the exhibition of 
sexually explicit material does not violate 
the right of free speech vouchsafed under the 
First Amendment. 
"Moreover, we find no constitutional infirmity 
in the revocation procedures under the cir-
cumstances of this case." 106 Forsyth Cor-
poration v. Bishop, 482 F.2d 281 (1973). 
Adhering to the holdings of Forsyth and West Gallery, 
supra, the District Court below found that the appellant 
had been afforded due process at all stages of the revoca-
tion proceeding and further held that there was no prior 
restraint in the City's action. The lower court held: 
"The legal problem raised in the brief tci this 
Court of a local ordinance imposing a "prior 
restraint" on future showing, in the mind of 
this court, does not come into question under 
the facts of this case. Here there has been a 
prior judicial determination that a particu~ar 
movie is below the community standards and is 
adjudged by this fact finder to be.por~ogra~hic 
and thus after this factual determination, it 
is the court's opinion, that the administrat~ve 
procedure provided by the Salt Lake City ordin-
ance is enforceable and the license of the 
exhibitor may be revoked and such r~voc~tion is 
not a violation of any of the constitutional 
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saf~guards mentioned in the cases heretofore cited 
or in other cases hereinafter identified. 
~Where there has been a prior judicial proceed-
ings and the fact finder (jury in this case) 
has det~rmined the ~ilm to be pornographic the 
revocation of the license is not a violation of 
free speech under the First: Amendment and such 
~evocat~on by"the local authority (Salt Lake City) 
is permitted. Memorandum Decision of Judge Dee. 
.. 
It is respectfully submitted that the Appellant was 
afforded due process at all stages of the City's adrninistk 
tive proceeding and that the suspension of the Appellant's 
theatre license by the Board of City Commissioners did not 
constitute a prior restraint in violation of the Appellant'' 
First Amendment freedoms. 
CONCLUSION 
The focal issue of this case is the impact of a licem 
revocation on First Amendment rights. Clearly a license 
revocation has impact on the ability of a given theatre loc: 
tion to present movies. However, such a revocation certair. 
has less impact on those rights than if a given individual 
were incarcerated for six months for exhibiting an obscene 
movie. In fact, in Salt Lake City, only the business ~mE 
are licensed and license revocation would not affect other 
speech at other appropriate and licensed locations. 
A business license revocation for knowingly exhibitinc 
an obscene film for economic gain is a natural consequence 
that illegal activity; as such, it is not an illegal prim 
restraint of First Amendment rights. Rather, it is legiti· 
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mate exercise of the police power employed to protect the 
societal values, which values include protection of the 
public morality, the tone of commerce in commercial districts, 
property values and public safety. 
The highest federal court to directly consider the 
constitutional issues of prior restraint and the revocation 
of a theatre license for past convictions of showing obscene 
films has upheld the constitutionality of a municipality in 
taking such action. The Utah Supreme Court has also upheld 
the right of a municipality to revoke a theatre license while 
at the same time proceeding criminally for showing obscene 
films. 
Based upon these two decisions and the ruling of. the 
court below, it is respectfully submitted that the City's 
action of suspending the plaintiff's license was not arbi-
trary and capricious, but solidly ·founded on federal case 
law and state case law, as promulgated by the Utah Supreme 
Court. Therefore, the ruling of the lower court, denying 
Appellant's Motion for Summary Judgment and its Application 
for an Extraotdinary writ, should be affirmed. 
Respectfully submitted, 
ROGER F. CUTLER 
City Attorney 
PAUL G. MAUGHAN 
Assistant City Attorney 
Attorney for Defendants-Respondents 
101 City & County Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
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APPENDIX "A" 
Sections· 
20-20- I. TI"1Catre or hall OPeralion License reciuired 
20-20- 2. Theatre license class•fic.ltion · 
20-20- J Lic..en5e- fee. . 
20-20- A APPiication for license 
20-20- 5 Referral by the city licen">e ass.e-ssor 
20-20- 6. lmn·st_igations required by city dep.ortrnents. 
20-20- 7 L~t1on l1mitalions for certain licensees.. 
20-20- 8 lss.uonceof a licl:flse. 
20-20- 9. lnvesti9<lt1on by the board of commi.,.,ioners .. 
20-20-10 Oh5.eene films prohibited .. 
70-20- I 1 Revocation or susoens1on 
20-20-12. Proce-dur_e for s.usoension or revocation of a license 
20-20-13. Id. New license application 
20-20-IA. APD?inhnent of insoectors for the PllrPOse of 
enforcernenl of this d..aPler. 
:Kl-20-15 Prohibited advertising. 
20-20-_16 Specified sexual activities or sexual analomicat 
areas defined 
20-20-17 Forieitureof license 
20-20-\B. Film excha119e .. License required .. 
20-20-19. Id. License fee. 
20-20-20 Severability clause. 
Sec. 20-20-1. Theater or hall OPeration License required .. It 
shall be unlawful for any person to operate any theatre, motion 
picture house oc concert hall or other place of amusement 
recwired to be lic~:;ed by this title without first obtaining an 
appropriately class1f1ed license to do so . 
. sec. 20-20-2.. Theatre license classification.. License for 
mohon picture theatres and live theatres shall be classified into 
the foll~~ng types which shall carry the privileges and 
r~pansibL11ties hereinafter set forth in these ordtnano!'S. No 
molion picture theatre or live theatre shall be issued or entitlf:d to 
more than one classifiOO theatre license. 
(l) Class "A" - "adult motion Picture" theatre lice11ses. 
Premises used for presenting for observation by patron5 therein 
motion pictures or m,:,terial including dramatizations distin-
guished or characteri1ed by an emphasis on matter deoiding, 
de'>Crib1ng or relating to "soecif1ed sexual activities" or 
"specified sexl.J<ll anatomical areas" as defined in seclion 
10-2'0-16 Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall be 
deemed to allow or permit the showing of any m.:itter which is 
contrary to the provisions of sec1ions 32-2-10 or 32-7-7 Revised 
Ordinances of Salt Lake City. 
(21 Class "B" general theatre license. Premises used for 
pre-:.entinQ motion P•dures or materials not distinguished or 
charac1erized by an emphasis on matters depicting, deKribing 
or relating to "soecified sex:ual adivities" and "specifif:d sex:ual 
an<1tomical areas" as defined in section 20-20-16 .. 
Sec 20-20-3 License fee. The license fee shall be S2SOPer year 
for each theatre, conc.ert hall, motion picture house OI'" other 
place of amusement, provided, however, that a daily license mav 
be P\Jrchas.ed for a fee of S.50 per day or any part thereof. 
Sec. 20-20-<4 Application for lic:ense. Every application for a 
theatre, conc.ert hall. mo1ion picture house or other place of 
amusement shall be verified and filed with the license assessor 
and collector of Salt Lake City, addressed to the board of 
commissioners and shall contain the following information under 
oath: 
Cl J The address and sealing capacity of said establishment; 
(2l The type and nature of the activity desired to be licensed 
and shall state whether the type of activity desired shall require 
the total exclusion of minors from s.aid premises; 
(3) The name of the license applicant, together with the 
applicant's address and phone number; 
(4) A verified statement that the license applicant is the real 
party in interest and that said theatre is to be ooerated for and on 
behalf of the applicant and not as an agent or for some other 
person. organization OI'" entity; (5) If the applicant is a co-partnership, the names and 
addresses of all partners, and If a corperation, the names and 
addresses of all officers and directors must be stated. If the 
business is to be OPerated by a person other than the applicant, 
said ooeratoc must loin in the application and file the same 
information required of the applicant 
{6) II the application is tor a motion picture or live theatre 
the applicant sliall specify which classified theatre license the 
applicant is seeking. 
Sec. 20--20-S Referral by the city license assessor. The city 
license assess.or shall, within three working days of receipt of an 
application tor a lice11se required by this chapter. wbmit the 
apptication or a COPY thereof to the zoning, building and housing 
services, fire, and health departments for the ~rPOSe Of 
determining the applicant's conformance to the ~pp~1cable city 
ordinances and regulations oertainlng to said appl1cat1on .. It shall 
be the duty of the license applicant to coooerale with the lice~ing 
authority and Its agents in carrying out the investigations 
reQU~~ ~~-~v°~~Qalions required by r:ltv departments. 
UPOn receipt of a license application from the license assessor, as 
required by this chapter, the health, fire, zoning .and tx:illdi.09 and 
housing services departments shall commence 1nvesflgat!ons as 
to v.'hetner the E""OPOSed structure is in conformance with the 
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f~r;aec~ ~f~~~~~ ~~~':i:~f~i~~~e~~~'r~7.'~~n~~ 
dep.artmen! shall subrmt a report m wriling to the city license 
assess.or w1tt11n ten (10) days of receiving a license application 
and _stale whe~her .the _pr~nosed sJructure designated by the 
applicant for licensing 1s on compliance with s.aid ordinances 
codes and regula1ions. 11 shall furth?r be the duty of each 
resDed1ve ~partmeol S;hould a license subsequently be granted 
1~ the ap~l1canf to rontmoally e;io;amine and inspect such place 
~;;{~~.f~~e's~f~. to the ordinances, codes and regulations 
Sec 20-20-7. Location limitations for certain licenses. 
{1 J All sites for class ''A" adult motion picture theatres must 
be loc~1ed w!thin ~m~rcial "C-3" use districts or less 
rl~tr1ct1ve zoning-~ d1slri~ and specific sites shall meet the 
<;1E'09r.aph1cal pro;io;1m1ty requ1rement5 based upan the criteria set 
forth m section 51-24-1 (7.4}{b). 
('}) Ellc.eption. A class ''A'' adult motion picture theatre may 
be a!l<?w<.->d uDOn locations other than those outlined above, UPOn 
rece1v1ng aPProval from the board of commissioners. Such 
approval shall be given only after: 
Cal The. boa.rd of city commissioners has received 
rec.omrnen<:!at1ons from the planning and zoning commiss;on Of 
Salt Lake C 1ty ~rod the_ S.011 Lake City POl"1ce department; and 
. Cb) A DUbllc hearing has bo_..en ~Id, with notice having been 
given, ~Y at least ooe DUblication m a daily paper of general 
c orcl!lat1on ir:i Solt Like City at le<ist ten ( 10) davs prior to the 
IX'ar!ng sta!1ng the DUrPOSe, time .. date and loca1ion of s.aid 
ht ar.1ng Wnt1e<'I notice of said hear 1r19 shall also be sent, where 
applicable at leas1 .tel"! !10) day_s prior lo the hearing, to the 
following grouPS or 1nd1v1duals w1th1n a three CJ} block radius Of 
the i;>roPOSed location: the parks WPerinleodent. school 
~upermt~ndent. churches and t~ir at.rt~rized representatives, 
;ind residents thereof. Notw1thstand1ng the above notice 
reouirement, failure of resident!. to receive said notice of hearing 
~~11 not affect the validity of said hearing or its proceedings; 
(c) A findir19 by the board of city commissioners that the 
~~~ ~~:~~~ ~t~i~1 ~~.e~~1~~C:'1~firl':;~hw~': 
church worstHP or diurch-relaled activities or !tie neighborhood 
Quality of resid<.-"flfial districts; {1) create an undue concentration 
of adull businesses; (J) materially interfere with the free flow of 
Dedes!rian or vehicular traffic; (.0 create an undue burden In 
controlling ard p0licing illegal activities In the vicinity; (S) 
create a nuisance to the community; or (6) adversely a Hect the 
health, !.afety ard morals of the residenh of Salt Lake City. A 
school. church. par1r. or residential building shall be considered to 
be within close pr~ximity If it is within a three (J) block radius of 
the proPOS<'d loca11on and an adull business shall be considered to 
be within close Proximity if it is within a UXXl foot radius of the 
proPO<;.ed location. 
(Jl Prior location. The provisions of It.is section shall in no 
way aflect the rights of the present theatre licensees to continue 
their operations, so 10119 as their licenses remain in good 
sli'!nd1ng. and continue to have ttieir licenses reissued as pro'lided 
by law until revoked or terminated for any reason. Ho......ever. 
ooce an ellisling oPeration obtains a classified license, any 
subs.e<:luent Cha()9e in classification shall be treated as a new use 
and musl auality under the provisions of this chapter. 
(.4) Location for class "B" motion picture theatre. The 
permissible local ions of e-stablishments licensed with a class "8" 
theatre lic.ense- must be located within use district zones of a 
"B-J" or te-ss restrictive class\fie111tion as provided in title 51. 
Sec. 10-10-8. lsc;.uance- of a license. When the license assessor 
has received a rePOrt and recon'lendation from each of the 
departments designated in this chapter and not later than tv.lentv 
(20) days from the filing of said application, the 11cense assessor 
shall submit the original application and reports of said 
departments to the board of city commissioners for filing on the 
agenda and for commission action. The board Of commissioners 
shall act upan the application at the next regularly scheduled 
commission meeting atter submission and filing of the 
application by the city license assessor. If eadi of the above 
departments has determined that the preposed application for a 
theater, motion picture house or concert hall license is In 
conformance- wilt. all the apPlicable ordinances of the city, and If 
lt appears that there have beef\ no material false s1atements or 
material misrepresentations of fact or fraud in the application, 
the board of commissioners shall grant a license to the applicant. 
Sec. 10-20-9. Investigation by the board of commissioners. 
The board of city commissioners may, prior to the issuance of 
any lic:ense required by this d\apfer, investigate any applicant 
for a license under this chapter if It has reasonable cause to 
believe that said applicant has. or is attempting to perpetrate a 
fraud or material m"tsrepresentation uPOn said board. or may 
compel the production of documents ard witnesses in order to 
investigate said fraud or misrepresentation. UPOn a finding by 
the board of commissioners that a materlal misrepresentation or 
fraud has been Perpetrated or attempted in the license 
application, s.aid application may be denied by the commission. 
Sec. 10-10-10. Obscene fllms prohibited. It shall be unlawful 
for any person to hold, conduct or carry on or permit to be held, 
conducted or carried on, any motion picture exhibition or 
entertainment of any sort which violates chapter 2, section 10 or 
chapter 7, section 7 of title 32 of the Revised Ordinances of Salt 
Lake Citv, Utah. 1965. as amended. 
Sec. 20-20-11. Re'ol'ocation or suspension of a licen~. The 
lic.en:see shall be r~p0nsible for the aperatlon of the hcensed 
premises In conformance with the ordinances of Salt Lake Cltv 
Corparation. Upan a firding by the board of Salt Lake City 
Commissioners of a violation, a Her hearing before said board, or 
upan c.onviction of the licensee. aperator. agent, or any °'=rs.on Of 
the following violation~ occurring in or on the premises hcensed 
pursuant to this chapter. the board of commissioners of Salt Ulke 
Cltv may revoke or suspend the license or licenses covering the 
business.es conducted on such premises, regar~less .Of the 
ownership thereof, for a period of time UP to and 11nclud1ng one 
vear(:a) A violation or conviction of sections 32·2-10 or section 
32-7-[blR_:~~t?~~a~p~ov5i'!\~~e t~~· 1n tt.ls chapter. 
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S€-'Cfil~s ';;~~,'~rn ~~n;v~~~o~i6ra~[1;, C::rd~~~{~~r~ti~~ 
~-~h~,l~~~ or 20-34-6, Rev1~ Ordinances of Salt Lake City, 
. (d) Viola1ions or convic1ions of any material misreprec;.enta-ih~~~ ~~plf~V,i~~a0v;i0t;;~~na~edsafd~~nsing avthoritv 
(e) A v1?lati0!'. ol any law of the State of Utatior ordma~of 
S<1olt Lake City which affects the health, v.>elfare and safety of its 
re<,.1dents a~ .which violation occurred as a part ol the main ~:~ act1v1ty licensed under this chaDler and not incidental 
(fl A violation or conviction of showing motion pictures for ~~~ha~:;~tablishment is not Properly licensed as required by 
. Sec. 20-20-12. Pr.ocedure tor ~spension or re\locafion of a 11c.e~. Any svspens1on °'revocation of a license oursuant to this ~1;.s~~'. ~~~~~~n~1~:_:~i~st~~~~~~~e~s~ 
hearing_, foge~r w1tti notice of the nature of charges or 
CO<T\D!a1nt against the lice~ OI" its Premises sufficient to 
fl'dsonably inform the licens.ee and enable him to answer such 
ch.::orOf-s and complaint, shall .be s.er..ed uPOn the licensee as 
prov1dt"d by ttie Utah Rul£>S ol(ovil Procedure The licensee shall 
h.we the ri9ht to appear at Si1id hearing in person or by coun5el or 
OOth. Prtc-o.enl evidence. Present artiument on the licensee's 
t;>t·ha1f, c.ross-e~amirie wil~5CS and in all prooer waYS defend 
lie (fl<.ee's oositoon. The board of city commissioners shall make a 
ruh09 and decis100 ~s.ed on the evidence presented to lt at the 
hf-ar109 so held, therC'atter it shall enter a written findings of fact 
and cooch?Si~ of law and enter a written order of decision. 
II a v1olahon is found by the board of commissioners Of'" a 
conviction is obtained under subsection la) of s.ection 20-20-11, 
said revocalion or susoension shall not take effect until the 
loc.ense holder or individual found in \liolalion OI" convicted 
therevnder t\as had OPPOrtunity lo exhaust all his administrative 
and appellate remedies. 
S-t-c 20-'.J0..13. Id. New license application. n shall be unlawful 
for any per!>On, firm, corPOration or any agent, mal'\agel" or 
~rat or of any per!.Qr'I, c.orPOrationor firm who has had a licens.e 
Sl/S.PC'"nded, revoked or denied under the provisions of this ct\apter 
to apply, reapply for, or obtain a license required by thisct\apfer 
during the time said licrns.e has been revoked, suspended or 
de-nied, or for a pe-riod of one year. whichev.r time is less. 
Sec.. 20-20-l•. A.ppointment of Inspectors for the PUrpas.e al 
e-nforcement of this d"lapter. The departments of fire. health, 
ioni09, building and Musing services and the POiice department 
s.hall designate members of their departments to act as 
in::,pedors of establishments required to be licensed bv this 
ch<1pter. Said establishments shall be ooen to insoection to the 
i~Dectors of each of the <1bove dePartments for the PUrPOSe of 
inve-stigation and enforcement of the applicable ordinances of 
Salt Lake City and the laws of the State of Utah. 
Sec. 20-20-15 Prohibited advertising It shall be unlawful for 
any lice<isee under chapter 20 of title 20 of_ "tt\ese ordinances .rw 
any OPerator, agent or employee of such hcens@e, to advertise 
throvgh or on any paster, billboard, manweeor ad of any nature 
or desCJ'"iphon which is disolayed to Public view in Salt L,ake City 
and which presents to public vi~ any of the sexual acfl\llfies or 
se1o:ual anatomical areas as defined in Section 20-»16. The 
advertising or disolay ?f'" such acti~ity or area Is hereby declared 
to be devoid of any M>C1al value or 1mpartanao. . 
Sec. 2G-'20-16. Specified sexual acti...,itiesor sexual anatomical 
areas defined. "Specified sexual adivlties" OI" "s~lfied sexual 
anatomic.al areas" are defined to include the following; 
( 1) The covered or uncovered male genitals In a d1scernlble 
tun~~~)s'-::! human male or female genitals with less than a fully 
opaque covering. 
()) Acf!, of simulated or actual: 
(a) Masturbation: 
:~: t4e~7::i"c:~'i'::i~~~;:;a man and a beast; 
(dl Fellatio; 
le) Cunnilingus; 
{f) Bestialltv; 
(g) Pederasty; 
:n> ~~~u~~:: ~~e:fe~r~~~;~~e ard 
<•I The simulated or actual maniPUlating, caressino or 
fondling by any person ot: 
(al The genitals of a human; 
:~: ~ ~:~~oro~~~~~~~~~: t~a~~'"f:~:'; 
provided, however. that this S!JbSection shall not be 
interpreted to include within the scope of Its 
prohibition the nursing of an infant child. 
~~~~~~a~~~~ ~~~r~: C:t~=; =~nd~:r! ~ 
:::eing fettered, bound or otherwise physically restrained on the 
oart1~ t~ ~:'a~0r!i~· or female PUbic area or buttocks with ;~t~ · ~~~P~~::'~e~~ 
thereof wl icens.edto :s~~~=r'~lth en ire assets g:"!.;~ 1~~\~~~h~ 
lice!::~~~~'.'~~~ !':~~,::~~License reciuired. It sha11
11
i: 
unlawful fOI" anv person to conduct. manage or ~~'i' ~s~::::S of 
ex1~rang~.11~t-..!~~:d~;,1iO:~"~~sfng ca~T'"Yd~!l~ing motion ~ct~e films in Salt Lake Cltv without first obta1n1ng a llc.enseto 
do !K· ~~n!:· s~·ll ~c:fM ~~.ln~m ~~~~ da'7t ::r!A~lrn 
exc Secl"l9E'70-•20-20 Severabilitv clause If anY part of this ~f°for 
the apPiica1: ~~tgya~~~,;sg," ~~~~";j~r~Ctfon 1~: e~~rMion!I or invalid. such judgmen1 shall not affect, 
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~~~~f ~~ ~~_:,::;~~~:: ;~c~~~~~,a~1,a~o~~~ :..~~~i~ 
in 1t~ operation to the !>ec1ion, su~ivision, s.eMtence or Nrt of the 
.-..rel ion and the PCr"><?n!. and the circumstances directly involved 
1n the conlr_oversy in which s.uch iuck;Jment shall have bf...--en 
rl:"ndered. It 1s hereby~lar~ to be the inlent of theboord of city 
c.ornn:i1s<.,1~rs that !~1.s sec11on would have been adopted ii such 
".;:;,1~ ;:r-c;~~~ic':, 1";1 ~1~dno~u~~\~~d::f."tl·nce or par1 of !hr 
">E::CTION 2. Thdt Ct'lac;iter 2 of Tille 51 of the Re11ised 
Ord1r•a.nce-s ol 5alt Lal<.e City, Utah, 1965, relating to zonuig 
def1ml1ons be, ard the s-ame hereby is, amended by ADDING 
M--Cf1(.lf)s51-2"",51-"2-41.:tnd51-2·"2asfo!I~· 
ciny ~;,~;;r~-~i~g ~~slore. An "adult bo01<.store"shall mean 
( l) A s.u~tantial or siQnifi~nt POl1ion of its stock Jn trade, 
bc:.._--.>k.s .. mao;az!nes, and other per1odi<:."IS or matter d1stir19uished 
or chilr.:tc1er1zed ~Y an emphasis depicting, describinv or 
rcla11r19 to '"sDeC.1f1ed se•':'al act111it.es" Of "'specified sexual 
ar.atom1<:."I are~s" a~ del1ned in sec11on 20-20-16 or has any 
· .• -<Jrnent or Y;C1+on of 1ts premises dc,,ott"d to the sale or display 
of :-.u<..h aOOve 0...->Scritx>d matter from ...mich minors are ellclt.Jd(od 
S.<'< 51-2-4 I Adul1 business. A.n "adult bl·~ir.ess·· shall mean 
rln'( ~hop or retail t>u<.,1rx--ss Of" theatre, store, drugstore or other 
Prl·rr,.<.c· where olherw1>.e perm1tled to do bu~incss or any p0r1ion 
trl(_·r i-of th.al_ c.Jters e.clvsivcl,,. fo adult DCrWn<; to the adver1ised 
or u""dvcrt1s.ed e1<clus1on of Dersoris under the age ol 18 years of 
d9" A.dull bvsiness s~ll include the lerm, '' adull bool<.slore" and 
'"adult theafre,. as defined 1n this chapter 
SP< 51-2-4.2. Adult theatre "Adult theatre" shall mean any 
clao;.s . "A" adult mo11on Picture theatre or live theatre 
establishment pre-senhnv ma1erial as defined in SE'dion 20-20-2 
Re111~ Ordinances o1 Salt Lal<.e Citv. 
~ECTION 3. Thal SK1ions 51-21-1(11) and 51-21-H12) of the 
Re111-.ed Ordinances of Salt Lake City, Utah, 1965, relating to 
Bus1n1.-ss "B-3" District, be, and the same hereby is amended as 
follows: 
~.51·2-l_••• 
Cl l) Class "B" theatre licen!.t"d pUro;.uant tochapler 10 of title 
10 of these revised ordinances. 
{ 12) Provided, how'l:!11er, the foregoing notwiths.tanding no 
shoP _or retail bus_ine-;.s, store, dnJ'ilstore or other premis.es 
p..·r m1Mt-d Y>f<lhin th1o;. district may be located :ovithin s.aid dislrid 
11 said. business estabhshment or any PQrt1on thereof caters 
e1<clus1velv to adults to the exclusion of person!. under the a'iilt' ot 
18 years or is a class "B" non-Profit c.lub licensed under the 
Provisions of chapter 20 of title 20 of the Revised Ordinances of 
Salt Lal<.e(ity. 
SECTION ... Thal Section 51-24-117") of thl! Revi..ed 
Ord•nMw:es of Salt Lake Citv, Utah, 1965, relating to Commercial 
"(.J" District, be. and the same hereby is amended as follows: 
~.51·'24-1."•• 
( 7.() {a) In the dE'llelOPment and adopfionol this ordinance, It 
1s n"COQniied that there are some busincs.s uses which becal.IS@of 
their very nature are and have been recognized as having serious 
obil.cfional eperalional characteristic., par1icularly wherever 
more ttian one $UCh business is concentrated within an area of 
cl~ proximity, having a serious deletorious effed upan thew 
surrounding areas. It has beet"! well recognized by c.ities and 
communities across the nation that state and local governmental 
entities have a o;,pecial concern in regulafirt9 the operation of such 
bvsiot"Sses within their iurisdidions to insure that such advrrse 
affects will not c.ontrit:>ute to !tie blighting or downgrading of 
surrounding neighborhoods or to the harming of youth in their 
communitie-s. ~ special regulations are set forth In 
subs.edions {b) and <cl below. The primarv control or regulation 
ol these establishments Is for the PUrPOSe of preventing a 
concentration of these uses In any one area and tor the 
Preservation of neighbort"IOOds in adiaceot areas in which thew 
locations may be permitted. (b) No shop, retail business. store, drug store, adult business. 
or othef' premise or any POf1ion thereof which caters e•clusiwly 
to adults to the advertised or unadver1ised e•clusion Of pers.ons 
under the a'iilt' of 18 years may be located within a three block 
radivo;. of the following: 
(i) Any school, park or church; . 
(ii) Within HX>O feet of any other simllar estab11shmentor 
adult bvsiness. 
For the purooses of applying the above cr.iterle In 
dclerminino a three (]) block radius a block shall include e 
standard city grid block fac.e of t>UJ linear feet tog~r with a 
street of e rods or a total of m linear !eel per block. Said radius 
shall be delermin4;!d from the perimt"ters of the property lines of 
schools and parks and trom the paint of a church or other building 
closest to the proPMed location. 
kl Exceptions. 
{I) The regulations in subs.ecilon lb) aboVe shall not apply to 
Pl'emises licensed to 5oel1 beer, which licenses shall be govrrned 
bv the provisions of titles 19 and 20 of these revised ordinances. 
(ii) Any adult business other than these licensed to sell 
alcoholic beverages may be allowed upcn loc:ations other than 
those outlined above, uPOfl receiving special approval C!f the 
tooard of commissioneo as provided in the proc:edvre established 
in Sol"dion 2\).2(H(2) of these revised ordina~. 
SECTION 5. In the OPinion of the Board of Commsissionenof 
Salt Lake CJtv, Jt Is Ot'O!SSarv to the peace, health and welfare of 
!tie inhabitants of Sall Lake City that this ordinance t>eeome 
ettedlve immediatelv. . 
SECTION 6. This Ordinance shall tal<.e eflect up<>n lts first 
publ~C:st~.bv the Board of Commissioners of Salt Lake City, 
Utah, this 29'1h day of Oec:ember, 197:i.ENNINGS PHILLIPS, JR. 
MILOREOV. HIGHAM 
City Recorder 
ISEALJ 
BILL NO. 222of l9n 
Published January 3. 1978 
Tempararv Chairman 
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APPENDIX "B" 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
OGDEN CifY, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
TERRY DEAN HANSEN 
and Others, 
Defendants. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
Case No. 12703 A-B-C 
Each of the defendants, corporation and individuals, have been 
charged in a number of Complaints with the offense of engaging in business 
without a license. All of the Complaints involve the license of the so-called 
Ogden Adult Book Store. Each of the defendants in each of the Complaints made 
a Motion to Dismiss in the lower Court. Each of the motions were predicated on 
the contentions: First, that the obscenity statutes of the State of Utah are 
unconstitutional; and second, that the ordinance providing for the recovation 
of the business license in question is unconstitutional; and third, that the 
license in question has never been properly revoked and therefore continued in 
operation as a matter of law. The lower Court denied each of these motions. 
Each of the defendants were convicted of the offense charged. Each defendant 
has now appealed and the matter is now proceeding under the "trial de noval" 
provisions governing appeal. 
Each of the defendants, corporation as well as individuals, now renew 
the motion made in the Court below for a dismissal. 
The Court has reviewed the many authorities cited by both the plaintiff 
and defendant. The Court has concluded that the authorities are divided. The 
United States Supreme Court has not ruled directed upon the point. The 
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Utah Supreme Court has not ruled directly upon the point. There are Federal 
Circuit Court decisions supporting the views of each party. The Third District 
Court for Salt Lake County apparently sustains such ordinance when theaters are 
involved. At first, the Court was under the impression that the overwhelming 
weight of authority was that such an ordinance was unconstitutional, but upon 
review and careful reading of the authorities cited by the defendants, the Court 
has concluded that the City Attorney's contention is correct that the vast 
majority of these cases go off under procedural considerations. The vast 
majority of these decisions cited go off on the grounds that there has not been 
a proper due process hearing before the revocation of the license and/or there was 
not a definite standard concerning when the license could be revoked, or there 
was no provision that the revocation last for only a reasonable per~od. 
The Court believes that the better reasoned authorities will support an 
ordinance if it has the following characteristics: First; there must be a hearing 
by an impartial body such as a trial in a court on the issue of whether or not 
the holder of the license is guilty of criminal misconduct in violation of the 
obscenity statutes. (The parties agree that the defendant license as in 
question has now been convicted in excess of 30 times of such a violation). 
Second, an ordinance would require that the proceeding take place before the 
license is revoked. (There is no question that this has been done in this case 
in excess of 30 times). Third, the body conducting the hearing (in this case 
the City Council) would have to hold a hearing and exercise reasonable discretion. 
Considerations in such a hearing would involve such subjects as whether or not the 
criminal violation was an isolated, accidental, or a planned repeated course of 
conduct. The hearing would undoubtedly also involve the question of whether or 
I' 
' r 
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not the license ~1as being used chiefly as an instrumentality for the commission 
of the crime, or whether such an act or acts 1vas a pure incident and not carry 
_a _re_aso_na_bly_for_es_eeable threat of an immediate danger of repititions of past 
o_ff<e_n_ses. Al so for consideration would have to be the issue of whether or not the 
license in question was a license being used for the exercise of the First 
Amendment Rights or whether or not the prime purpose of the license was for 
violations of the obscenity statute, and the degree to which it might possibly 
be both. Also would be involved the consideration of the length of time which 
the license was revoked for. Clearly, the license could not be revoked for an 
unreasonable time, but might possibly be revoked for a sufficient period so as to 
disrupt clientele which might be built, or patronage accumulated, through past 
breaches of the obsecenity statutes, and the degree to which such an act would be 
rationale under the circumstances has a destruction of the license for criminal 
purposes as opposed to a possible preservation of the license if possible for the 
sale or distribution of legally protected publications and/or motion pictures. 
Inasmuch as the parties in their oral argument condede that this 
book store and motion picture place has undergone 30 or more judicial proceedings ' 
in which individuals have, and the corporation has, been convicted of distribution 
of poronography, there is no question that implication of an existing clientele an 
the use of the license for legitimate sales would be matters presented before the 
City Council. The Court cannot conclusively presume that the City Council acted 
irrationally or improperly. 
The Court Jhere notes that the Utah Supreme Court has now ruled that 
the State statutes in question concerning obscenity are constitutional and 
the United States Supreme Court has denied certiorai. The Court considers 
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this issue now to be closed. Second, the Court here rules that the ordinance 
requires: A. That the business itself, either the holder of the license or an 
employee operating within the terms of his employment, be convicted of violation 
of the State obscenity statutes. B. The ordinance requires that a hearing 
be held by the City Council and the City Council exercising proper discretion 
hear the matter and then make a proper ruling. C. That the revocation of the 
license be for a definite stated reasonable period, not to exceed one year. 
The Court therefore rules upon the state of the record as it exists 
now in each case, the Motion to Dismiss is denied. 
Clerk of the Court is directed to make a Minute Entry reflecting the 
Court's denial of the Motion to Dismiss now pending before it in each of the 
cases pending, and set trial dates. 
DATED this 19th day of April, 1978. 
/s/ 
JOHN F. WAHLQUIST, JUDGE 
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